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REBATE TRACKING
with ProTrac
Claim all of your rebate dollars without
spending hours in the process
Each time that we install an Electrical
Distributor who is depending on a Legacy
Software package to claim their rebates we
are told that the system is catching every
rebate penny.
Each time ProTrac’s Rebate claim dollars
are higher than they have ever been.
Rebate claiming is one of the places in a
system where we normally realize the most
direct path to an excellent Return on
Investment.
Give us a call and let’s talk about the
ProTrac Process for ensuring that there is
not money left on the vendor’s table.

800-711-7374
Mel Carney -Sales
Professional Data Systems
2/19/2014
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Ship and Debit - Contract/Rebate

Graphic # 1

Contract Pricing allows you to define
special pricing for a customer or a
customer job. A customer can have an
unlimited number of Contract Price
Programs. The pricing can be specific
for this job. The contract price can
have its own set of prices.
A Contract is be set up for one job and one
customer.

Ship and Debit / Rebates
Contract pricing is used to track
Rebates.
Graphic #1: This is a graphic which
displays 5 different Contracts which are
active at this time.

Graphic # 2

Graphic #2: This a detail list of product
which have special pricing for a Contract
Called GOV 2.
In this example everything on the
contract is carries a Rebate. They are
all marked with a YES under the Rebate
heading.
If this were not a Contract that was
involved with rebates the rebate column
would display No.
To arrive at a price for a line on a
contract, key or select the item from a
drop down list and then determine a %
price or a straight dollar price for the
item.
Note: If the rebate is for a specific
building/or Project the rebate would
only be for that Ship to –NOT FOR
ALL CUSTOMER PURCHASES
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Graphic #3

Graphic #3: This report was run by sales representative and it shows the

customer, invoice number, item number, description, # shipped, Standard
cost, Contract cost, and extended rebate for these transactions

This report shows two of the Contracts in the system with the Price and
Systems
Inc.
1-800-711-7374
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of each item andData
that the
item is on
a vendor’s
rebate.
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Ship and Debit - Contract/Rebate

This report gives you
both an itemized list
and summary list of
the number of each
rebated item.
Rebates are made for
the manufacturer. The
pool of money that is
on the table belongs to
manufacturer until the distributor claims their share. If the wholesaler
does not claim their rebate dollars they will be swept into the
manufacturer’s profit bucket.

ProTrac believes that in a SHIP and DEBIT/ Rebate program,
that the money belongs to the Wholesaler and as a result
ProTrac - tracks and claims every penny!
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